
Map reading, Visualising and Relocating  

How your interaction with the map and the terrain develop as you gain experience

Beginner Puzzling Where am I?

Trying to match the map and the terrain

1  Reviewing - Picturing where you have been
2  Re-trace steps and try again

Relocation
Strategy

Basic Checking off features Where have I been?

Moving thumb and checking what you pass

Map Reading

Relocation
Strategy

1  Picturing backwards to what you have seen, match to 
map
2  Try to match large or notable features around you to 
the map, keep map to north

Map Reading

It is important to remember that these descriptions are not saying what you must do 
at different skill levels.  

They are just a description of how people tend to navigate at those levels.

The sooner you can move on up the levels the better, which is why Better Orienteering
talks about Plan, Picture, Direction at all levels from Beginner to Advanced.



Advanced Visualising well ahead Where am I going next?

A robust Picture of where you are going is always ahead of 
where you are

Map contact updates the Picture for next section, leg 
overall and control exit

Notable Features and shape of terrain confirm location

Intermediate Picturing/ Visualising Where am I going?

Map Reading Every leg has a plan with Check Points (Notable features)
and Attack Point
Picture of leg overall, sections of leg, Check Points, Attack Point, 
Control site

Relocation
Strategy

1  Matching features, considering possible errors, moving on 
cautiously to notable features.  
2  If that doesn’t work, Reviewing Features passed, then finally 
moving out to firm feature and coming back

Relocation
Strategy

1  Moving on towards Notable Features, aware of overall place 
in the terrain, very careful on distance.
2  If that doesn’t work, fall back on Intermediate relocation 
strategies.

Map Reading

At each skill level, if your map reading and visualising let you down 
you should be able to relocate in a way that fits to your visualisation ability.
When that breaks down you are forced back to a strategy that worked at a lower 
level of orienteering.  If that doesn’t work you have to step back to a strategy that 
is at a lower level again.  Hopefully you don’t have to re-trace your steps to the 
last control!
The lower level strategies are more time consuming to think through and to execute,
so having a robust visualisation is the key not only to finding your way but also 
relocating when it goes wrong.
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